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About This Game

This is an MMO shooter where you ride dragons armed with missiles and lasers!

The plot of the game unfolds in an imaginary universe, where two highly advanced races, Neils and Atlans, fight against each
other.

Their battle units are gigantic flying creatures controlled by adopiants, their riders.

The game offers the following:
- Multiple creatures with unique capabilities

- A wide selection of weapons
- Various combat modes

- Freedom and beauty of dragon flights
- Battles against players from all over the world!

Take your dragon into the sky and prove that you are the best!

As developers, we love our game with all our heart and will continuously develop it, ensuring updates every two weeks. Join our
community to keep track!

It's gonna be fun!
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Awesome game. Makes for a decent 4X style game. Can't really expand your ownings, but can research and ugprade equipment,
explore the place, mine materials to improve your odds.
Very very fun, got 21 hours into it and a year later I'm coming back to play some more!. This game is a work of art, too bad it
crashed every time I tried to play.. Atom universe is a very good and social game I give it a 6 out of 10 still needs work but cool
game. this game isnt as bad as people say it is, with the exception of the bat not being properly set and the grenade being a death
trap gamble. As far as the difficulty, the dev does warn you at the beginning and multiple times on the store page, it is very hard,
but keeping that in mind i suggest playing insane mode for like a few hours then switching over to hard mode, it makes it much
more easy. Try not to kill anything unless you have to, or its a safe (wont get you cornered) kill, risk in this game can get you
killed easily, so avoid it, however if you are going to take risky moves, may i suggest skating diagonally, for some reason this
reduces the chance the zombies will hit you, as long as your quick enough. If you are going to kill, make sure you use a weapon
that only takes 1 to 3 shots, I.E. a shotgun or some assault rifles, that being said there is a level up system to increase damage
and health, and plenty of food to make healing items, which evventually you will have a ton of, if you play strategically. Do not
go for an item, that leads you down a path to a dead end, which can allow the zombies to stack up.

Now for the actual review, the game has its share of bugs, and the controls are skatey, but with practice they become managable,
so its not broken to the point of not being able to play. The graphics are rpgmaker, what more can i say....the music is quite nice,
and if you turn off the music, it gives it a nice creepy vibe. The story, is pretty standard for a zombie game.

I would recommend this game on sale at least 50% off...at current price its a no due to its bugs, but if the dev came back and
fixed them, i would say full price.

DO NOT BUY THIS GAME UNLESS YOU LIKE A CHALLENGE, it wont hold your hand.. Don't buy this game. I know its
cheap on a regular basis, but don't buy it. Worst 2-5 dollars you can spend.

What you should do is every time it comes on special put the equivalent amount away in a jar. Whan you have enough buy a
Call fof Duty or Medal of Honor game. Or better yet Far Cry 2 or Metro 2033.

You have been warned.. game lives to ♥♥♥♥ you over
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Sequel please
Bioware has some competition
260/420 would smoke again. I loved every single aspect of this game.
The music is amazing, the background, the characters, the choices and i loved the stab on my heart when i did one of the GOOD
endings.

10/10. Very cool, love throwing fire balls around and watching things explode! also love the interactions of the items.. Largely,
I'd call this a great representation of the original cardboard version of the game.

Personally, I think the overall UI design is great. It's easy to get an overview of the most relevant information, and everything
else is handy either by pullout or easily accessible button.
The art, the animation and the general ordering of UI elements is great.

The game's problem, however, should be found in the implementation. From the opening dialog (that screams "Unity developer
without much experience") to several UI bugs (in particular related to resetting your actions before committing) are very glitchy.
As long as you don't get too frisky with your inputs, the game reacts fine, though.

Some people might prefer Juho's version, but I much prefer this one in all but community - and the latter might still come
around.. Watchout for your lifespan!

Its addicting!. the more maps the better.
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